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MINSAIT AND FireEye JOIN FORCES TO PROTECT E-MAIL FROM THE 
MOST ADVANCED CYBERTHREATS  
 
 Minsait and FireEye come together to protect e-mail from Ransomware attacks and Advanced 

Persistent Threats, among other risks 
 

 This is a service in the cloud that enables access by any company to state-of-the-art technologies 
at a minimal cost 

 

 According to data of the  National Cryptologic Centre, 75% of cases of malware infections at 
companies occur through personalized, deceitful e-mails 

 
 
Madrid, June 20, 2017.- Minsait, the Indra business unit that tackles the challenges posed by digital 
transformation to companies and institutions, and FireEye, have teamed up to develop FEE(P) Mail Defense, 
a solution capable of protecting e-mail from the most sophisticated attacks. 
 
The solution combines Minsait's capacity to analyze e-mail and manage incidents, with the efficiency of Fire 
Eye's Email Threat Prevention (ETP) tool that is capable of detecting highly complex attacks. 
 
From the cloud, the tool analyzes e-mails before the recipient opens these in the inbox. Therefore, 
companies are protected from Ransomware infections which encode information to request ransom, and from 
Advanced Persistent Threats, that steal data or alter business processes without being detected. 
 
This service, available 24x7, is adapted to companies with corporate e-mails in the cloud as well as those 
that have their e-mails at their own installations. FEE(P) Mail Defense grants companies access to state-of-
the-art intelligence and technology, without requiring an investment in own systems, which commonly 
become rapidly obsolete.  
 
According to data of the National Cryptologic Centre, 75% of cases of infections at companies occur through 
highly personalized, deceitful e-mail messages. This technique, known as Spear Phishing, exploits social 
engineering techniques to direct attacks at persons with relevant positions or who have access to key 
systems. Given their use of highly advanced malware developed with great amounts of resources and effort, 
usual security measures are incapable of detecting these types of attacks. 
 
About Minsait 
 
Minsait is Indra's business unit that addresses the challenges posed by digital transformation to companies 
and institutions, via an offering that provides immediate and tangible results. Indra has grouped its entire 
digital business technology and consulting solutions under Minsait, which has established itself as one of the 
leading companies in said market in Spain. This it has managed based on a differential approach, a broad 
portfolio of business solutions, a proprietary and unique sales model, delivery and support aimed at impact 
generation, and a flexible organization based on multidisciplinary teams, comprised of specialists with very 
specific profiles. Minsait completes Indra's existing offering of high-value vertical products, helping to 
orientate all services to cater to clients' key business needs, and thus becoming a driving force behind their 
growth. 
 
About Indra 
 
Indra is one of the main global consulting and technology companies and the technology partner for core 
business operations of its clients businesses throughout the world. It offers a comprehensive range of 
proprietary solutions and cutting edge services with a high added value in technology, which adds to a unique 
culture that is reliable, flexible and adaptable to its client’s needs. Indra is a world leader in the development 
of comprehensive technological solutions in fields such as Defense & Security, Transport & Traffic, Energy & 
Industry, Telecommunications & Media, Financial Services and Public Administrations & Healthcare. Through 
its Minsait unit, it provides a response to the challenges of digital transformation. In 2016 it reported revenues 
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of €2,709m, had a workforce of 34,000 professionals, a local presence in 46 countries, and sales operations 
in more than 140 countries. 
 
 


